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Increase Productivity & Improve Hygiene
Every facility is unique, which is why the Unger SmartColorTM Cleaning System is the first visual color-coding system designed to
designate specific cleaning zones. This system allows facility managers and workers the ability to organize equipment and prevent
cross-contamination between work zones (example: using restroom mops in restroom areas only, not in public/food prep areas).
The results are improved performance, better sanitation and cleaner facilities.

What is the Purpose
of Color Coding?
Unger’s microfiber mops and pads
are part of our SmartColorTM Cleaning
System that combines superior technology
with the productivity and sanitation
benefits of visual coding.

RESTROOMS
HIGH-BACTERIA AREAS
SPECIALITY AREAS
LABORATORIES/GYMNASIUMS
BREAK ROOMS/KITCHENS
FOOD SERVICE AREAS
GENERAL AREAS
LOW-RISK BACTERIA AREAS
OFFICES/LOBBIES/CLASSROOMS

The Advantages of Color-Coding
The SmartColorTM system is an intuitive visual coding system, reducing language and literacy
barriers when training a diverse workforce in proper cleaning procedures. Color-coding also
provides supervisors with quick visual indicators for monitoring employee activity to prevent
tool and chemical misuse.
PREVENTS CROSS-CONTAMINATION
Distinct color-coding makes it easy to
separate tools into their correct areas of
use or cleaning task reducing bacteria
cross-contamination between high and
low-risk areas.
ENHANCES BUILDING SAFETY
Color-coding reduces risk of accidents arising
from the misuse of tools or chemicals in the
wrong area.
SIMPLIFIES SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
By keeping cleaning tools in their proper areas,
SmartColorTM allows custodial departments to
keep track of their equipment and supplies.

DETERS CHEMICAL MISUSE
SmartColorTM reduces the transfer of
harmful substances by isolating potentially
hazardous cleaning chemicals into their
appropriate areas.
ELEVATES EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE
SmartColorTM enhances the professional
appearance of employees and increases
their efficiency by making it easy to
organize the cleaning process.

SmartColor Product Zone Designation
TM

There are two different ways to designate Unger tools with the SmartColorTM Coding System:
stickers that adhere to the product, and product color.

SmartColorTM Color Coding Stickers

STICKERS

Unger’s line of SmartColorTM cleaning products includes a
set of stickers used to designate the cleaning zone
that tool is to be designated to.
It is best practice to pair the appropriate cleaning tools
together (dual bucket/ mop handle/microfiber mop)
when cleaning as well as storage.
Mismatching these tools can cause cross-contamination
of soil and chemicals throughout the facility.

SmartColorTM Mops and
MicroWipeTM Microfiber Cloth

PRODUCT
COLOR

Unger’s line of SmartColorTM mops and microfiber cloth are
specificaly colored to perform tasks in designated areas.
When using color-coded mops, be sure to use a mop
handle (as well as any other Unger cleaning tools) that
are also color designated to the same area.

UNGER
EXCELLATM

Unger ExcellaTM Floor Cleaning System
Unlike other mop systems that are part of the SmartColorTM
color coding system, the Unger ExcellaTM Cleaning Pads
are available in only one mop color (gray).
Designate the cleaning zone color for the cleaning pad by
removing/cutting off the undesired colors.
The Unger ExcellaTM line of cleaning pads also includes
the Restroom Cleaning Pad which does not have color
coding tag, but features a red colored seam to indicate
restroom use only.
Unger ExcellaTM Restroom Cleaning Pad
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SmartColorTM Cleaning
with the SmartFitTM
Floor Squeegee
Unger’s line of floor squeegees
includes the SmartFitTM which
locks onto any shape, any diameter
of standard handles including
straight, tapered, thread and
non thread tips.
Each style of SmartFitTM
squeegee can be used for a
variety of floor surfaces and
all include the SmartColorTM
chips to designate a
designated cleaning zone.
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